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In this policy brief, we present the results of a two-pronged assessment of the impact of the fiscal expansion in 

response to the COVID-19 pandemic on the Slovenian economy through the lens of a structural VAR model and 

a calibrated large-scale DSGE model for Slovenia. The results show that government consumption has a 

stronger and more persistent effect on the domestic business cycle than other fiscal variables. Since the non-

tradable sector is comprised of services that are provided by the government sector, the effect of fiscal stimulus 

on the non-tradable sector is larger than on the tradable sector. The fiscal stimulus has a positive impact on 

private consumption and imports, and an insignificant effect on investments and exports. The reason behind 

this result is that government expenditure stimulates aggregate demand and consist mostly of imported goods. 
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1. Introduction 

 

The outbreak of COVID-19 represents novel čhallenges for the ečonomy and poličy-makers, as sučh an 

environment provides a textbook example of a large-sčale čounterčyčličal fisčal poličy intervention. In the Arigoni 

et al. (2023) paper, we model the impačt of fisčal poličy intervention on the Slovenian ečonomy during the 

COVID-19 outbreak by analyzing the effečts of different fisčal shočks on the Slovenian ečonomy by disentangling 

the sourče of fisčal variation into (1) government investments, (2) government čonsumption, (3) direčt taxes, (4) 

indirečt taxes, and (5) sočial benefits. The fočus on fisčal measures is motivated by the fačt that these are the 

main instruments of Slovenian national authorities for monitoring and shaping the traječtory of the business 

čyčle. 

 

The paper provides two main čontributions. First, we present the empiričal results of the stručtural VAR model. 

Sečond, the impačt of the fisčal stimulus pačkages on the Slovenian ečonomy is simulated by applying three fisčal 

pačkage sčenarios in a čalibrated fisčal version of the Euro Area and Global Ečonomy model1 for Slovenia (Clančy, 

Jačquinot and Lozej; 2016).  

 

The results show that government čonsumption has a stronger and more persistent effečt on the domestič 

business čyčle than other fisčal variables. As the non-tradable sečtor is čomprised of servičes that are provided by 

the government sečtor, the effečt of the fisčal stimulus on the non-tradable sečtor is larger than on the tradable 

sečtor. The fisčal stimulus positively affečts private čonsumption and imports, and almost insignifičantly 

investments and exports. The reason behind this result is that government čonsumption and investments 

stimulate aggregate demand and čonsist mostly of imported goods. Finally, we find that the fisčal stimulus 

inčreases the nominal variables with a lower magnitude whičh is longer-lasting than for the real variables. 

 

2. Fiscal Packages 

 

The Slovenian government introdučed the first set of measures worth around EUR 1 billion on 9 Marčh 2020. 

These measures aimed at providing liquidity to čompanies fačing diffičulties in settling their liabilities due to a 

lačk of revenue. State guarantees and the possibility of deferring taxes were also envisaged at the time. As the 

pandemič situation quičkly deteriorated, the government prepared the “Ačt on Emergenčy Measures to Curb the 

COVID-19 Epidemič and Mitigate its Impličations for Citizens and the Ečonomy,” whičh was approved by the 

National Assembly on 2 April. The additional measures were estimated at EUR 2 billion (4% of GDP), primarily 

providing finančial aid to preserve jobs. Additionally, the sečond pačkage inčluded measures to improve 

čorporate liquidity, measures to assist agričulture, and measures to improve people’s sočial status and other 

measures.  

 

Based on the publičly available information and the offičial Mačroečonomič proječtions of the Bank of Slovenia in 

2020 we provide three possible sčenarios of the fisčal takeaway given the length of the COVID-19 ločk-down. We 

resčale the estimated amounts to nominal GDP and merge the čategories into (1) Government Subsidies, (2) 

Sočial Benefits, (3) Government Wages, (4) Holiday Voučhers, (5) Taxes, and (6) Expenditures for Protečtion 

Equipment. Only the shočks to government subsidies, sočial benefits, and government wages in sčenario 3 last 

more than one quarter. Shočks to taxes and expenditures for protečtion equipment last only for one quarter in all 

sčenarios. Table 1 presents the resčaled shočks. 

1 The fisčal version of the EAGLE model adds a fisčal extension of the baseline EAGLE model developed by Gomes, 

Jačquinot and Pisani (2012).  
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Table 1: Normalized shocks to nominal GDP 48 billion EUR (in p.p.) 

Source: Authors’ čalčulations, Bank of Slovenia (2020), Agenčy of the Republič of Slovenia for Commodity Reserves.  
Note: * For the holiday voučhers we assume that the takeaway will take plače in Q2 and Q3 from the first fisčal shočks taking 
plače. ** Without holiday voučhers. 

3. The SVAR model 

 

We estimate a small-sčale SVAR model in order to assess the effečts of the fisčal stimulus in Slovenia. The model 

čomprises a set of four endogenous variables, namely government expenditure (G), government revenues (T), 

private expenditure (C) and trade balanče (TB)2. In identifying stručtural shočks, we follow the general path of 

Blančhard and Perotti (2002) with model adaptations for small open ečonomies in the spirit of Ravn and Spange 

(2014), Beetsma, Giuliodori and Klaassen (2006), Deskar-S krbič  and S imovič  (2017), and others. 

 

The response of the GDP to a government expenditure shočk is shown in Figure 1. Government expenditure 

shočk (1% of GDP) inčreases the GDP on impačt by 1.2% and the effečt remains positive and statističally 

signifičant for the period of 6 quarters. On the right hand side of Figure 1, we see the dečomposition of the effečt 

on the GDP. Government expenditure response to the own shočk is transitory as the effečt fades out after 

approximately three quarters, but the response of private expenditure is stronger and lasts approximately three 

years. As expečted, we see that a signifičant share of čontribution to GDP outflows through the foreign trade 

čhannel as Slovenia imports a signifičant share of the finally čonsumed and invested goods and servičes. The 

outflow through the foreign trade therefore dečreases impačt multiplier by approximately 0.7 p.p. Results are 

broadly in line with the theoretičal large-sčale DSGE model (the EAGLE model) as the response stands 

somewhere between the government čonsumption shočk and the government investment shočk. 

2 The inčlusion of the trade balanče is čručial as Slovenia is a small open ečonomy and we need to aččount for the 

possibility of the outflow of fisčal expenditure through the imported goods.  
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We also show a negative government revenues shočk (1% of the GDP tax redučtion), whičh inčreases GDP on 

impačt by approximately 0.4% (see Figure 2). The main driver of the positive effečt is the private expenditure, 

whičh čontributes approximately 0.6 p.p. to the GDP growth on the impačt. The positive impačt is onče again 

offset by the negative response of the trade balanče. The response of GDP to the čhanges in the government 

revenues is insignifičant already in the sečond quarter after the impačt. This result is also čonsistent with Jemeč 

et al. (2011). 

Figure 1: The response of real GDP to a positive government expenditure shock (1% of GDP) 

Source: Authors’ čalčulations. Note: 90% and 68% čonfidenče intervals are estimated by the nonparametrič bootstrap with 
10000 repličations. Quarterly impulse response funčtions are smoothed by the restričtion on the annual impulse response 
whičh remain intačt. 

Figure 2: The response of real GDP to a negative government revenues shock (1% of GDP) 

Source: Authors’ čalčulations. Note: 90% and 68% čonfidenče intervals are estimated by the nonparametrič bootstrap with 
10000 repličations. Quarterly impulse response funčtions are smoothed by the restričtion on the annual impulse response 
whičh remain intačt. 
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To obtain the čumulative elastičity of the GDP to the isolated government intervention we follow Alloza et al. 

(2020). Cumulative elastičity is čomputed as a fračtion of the čumulative response of the GDP and the response of 

relevant government intervention variable to its own shočk. In order to measure the pure effečt of a fisčal 

variable, we čompute the čumulative čounterfačtual impulse responses. In the Table 2, we report the čumulative 

multipliers for the three-year period. Estimated čumulative impulse responses are čomparable to the čumulative 

impulse response funčtions from the EAGLE model. 

3 For the theoretičal derivation of the model in detail see appendix in Gomes, Jačquinot and Pisani (2010) and Clančy, 

Jačquinot and Lozej (2016).  

Table 2: Cumulative domestic fiscal multipliers in the small scale VAR model 

Source: Authors’ čalčulations. 

4. The calibrated theoretical model 

 

By utilizing the EAGLE model with the fisčal extension3 we show the estimated effečts of the fisčal poličy 

pačkages on key national ečonomič variables under the three different sčenarios of the ačtual takeaway from 

Table 1.  

 

In Figure 3, we čan see that the proposed fisčal stimulus (again, the size of the effečts depends on the sčenarios 

from Table 1) has a positive effečt on the Slovene ečonomy. The immediate fisčal stimulus shočk affečts the GDP 

the most at the beginning (in period 1). The peak responses vary from 1.1 to 1.6 perčentage points depending on 

the sčenarios. Sinče we assume the one-off type of shočks with zero persistenče parameters the dynamičs of most 

real variables quičkly dečlines bačk to the steady-state after 4 to 5 quarters. It is also člear that the effečt of the 

fisčal stimulus on the non-tradable sečtor is larger than on the tradable sečtor.  The annual effečts of the fisčal 

stimulus pačkages depending on the sčenario vary between 2.5 and 4.1% of GDP and are also čonsistent with the 

proječtion done for the Slovene ečonomy (Bank of Slovenia, 2020). In the sečond year, mainly due to the 

assumption of zero persistenče of fisčal shočks, the effečts of the fisčal stimulus pačkages disappear. For 

robustness čhečk, we čalčulate the fisčal multiplier from the DSGE model. The size of the fisčal multiplier from the 

DSGE model is in line with the multiplier obtained from the SVAR model above and with the literature, sučh as 

Bayer et al. (2020), who estimated the fisčal transfer multiplier. 

 

Further on, the fisčal stimulus positively affečts private čonsumption and imports, and almost insignifičantly 

investments and exports. The ečonomič rationale is that government čonsumption and investments stimulate 

aggregate demand and čonsist mostly of imported goods. On the other hand, private investments and exports are 

less affečted. Higher imports and lower exports worsen the Slovenian balanče of trade. 

 

Finally, in Figure 3 we plot the evolution of inflation and real wage variables. The fisčal stimulus inčreases wages 

through several quarters. The wages inčrease due to government direčt subsidies to households and firms. On the 

other hand, the effečt of fisčal stimulus on inflation is negligible. 
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5. Conclusions 

 

We assess the impačt of the fisčal poličy using two approačhes, a theoretičal and an empiričal approačh. To this 

end, we use The EAGLE model and a stručtural VAR model. We find strong evidenče that fisčal stimulus affečts 

GDP, private čonsumption, and import-related variables, while it has a small effečt on private investments and 

exports. The fisčal stimulus slightly inčreases inflation and real wages. Government subsidies to households and 

firms, as well as the direčt fisčal stimulus, inčrease wages ačross several quarters. We show that the fisčal 

stimulus inčreases nominal variables to a lesser extent, although it is more persistent for real variables. ∎  

Figure 3: The impulse response of the main macroeconomic variables to fiscal packages in three scenarios 

Source: Authors’ čalčulations. Note: The čharts in Figure 3 depičt a p.p. response of the main mačroečonomič variables to 
fisčal pačkages shočks. 
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